Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) represents sentences as directed, acyclic and rooted graphs, aiming at capturing their meaning in a machine readable format. AMR parsing converts natural language sentences into such graphs. However, evaluating a parser on new data by means of comparison to manually created AMR graphs is very costly. Also, we would like to be able to detect parses of questionable quality, or preferring results of alternative systems by selecting the ones for which we can assess good quality. We propose AMR accuracy prediction as the task of predicting several metrics of correctness for an automatically generated AMR parse -in absence of the corresponding gold parse. We develop a neural end-to-end multi-output regression model and perform three case studies: firstly, we evaluate the model's capacity of predicting AMR parse accuracies and test whether it can reliably assign high scores to gold parses. Secondly, we perform parse selection based on predicted parse accuracies of candidate parses from alternative systems, with the aim of improving overall results. Finally, we predict system ranks for submissions from two AMR shared tasks on the basis of their predicted parse accuracy averages. All experiments are carried out across two different domains and show that our method is effective.
Introduction
Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) (Banarescu et al., 2013) represents the semantic structure of a sentence, including concepts, semantic operators and relations, sense-disambiguated predicates and their arguments. As a machine readable representation of the meaning of a sentence, AMR is potentially useful for many NLP tasks. Among other applications it has been used in machine translation (Jones et al., 2012 ), text (a / asbestos :polarity -:time (n / now) :location (t / thing :ARG1-of (p / produce-01 :ARG0 (w / we))))
Figure 1: Humanly produced AMR for: There is no asbestos in our products now. Numbered predicates refer to PropBank senses (Palmer et al., 2005) .
summarization (Liu et al., 2015; Dohare and Karnick, 2017 ) and question answering (Mitra and Baral, 2016) . Since the introduction of AMR, many approaches to AMR parsing have been proposed: graph-based pipeline systems which rely on an alignment step (Flanigan et al., 2014 (Flanigan et al., , 2016 or transition-based parsers relying on dependency annotation (Wang et al., 2015b (Wang et al., ,a, 2016a . In the following we will denote the former by JAMR and the latter by CAMR. More recently, endto-end neural systems have been proposed which produce linearized AMR graphs within characterbased (van Noord and Bos, 2017b) or word-based (Konstas et al., 2017) encoding models. Both approaches greatly profit from large amounts of silver training data. The silver data is obtained with self-training (Konstas et al., 2017) or the aid of additional parsers, where only parses with considerable agreement are chosen to extend the training data (van Noord and Bos, 2017b) . Lyu and Titov (2018) formulate a neural model that jointly predicts alignments, concepts and relations. Their system -henceforth called GPLA (Graph Prediction with Latent Alignments) -defines the current state-of-the-art in AMR parsing.
A system that can perform accuracy prediction for AMR parsing can be used in a variety of ways: (i) estimating the quality of downstream tasks that deploy AMR parses. E.g., in a document summarization scenario, we might expect lower qual-ity of a summary if the estimated quality of AMR parses used as a basis for the summary is low; (ii) AMR parsing accuracy estimation can be used to produce high-quality automatically parsed data: by filtering the outputs of single parsing systems in self-training, by selecting high-quality outputs from different parsing systems in a tri-parsing setting, or else by predicting overall rankings over alternative parsing systems applied to in-or outof-domain data; (iii) finally, AMR parse accuracy prediction could be used in the context of a parsersupported treebank construction process. E.g., in an active learning scenario, we can select useful targets for manual annotation based on their expected efficiency for parser improvement -the fine-grained evaluation measures predicted by our system can be used for targeted improvements. In the simplest case, we can provide the human annotator with automatic parses where only few flaws have to be mended. Hence, AMR accuracy prediction systems have the potential to tremendously reduce manual annotation cost and time.
Contributions We define AMR accuracy prediction as the task of predicting a rich suite of metrics to assess various subtasks covered by AMR parsing (e.g. negation detection or semantic role labeling). To approach this task, we use the AMR evaluation suite suggested by Damonte et al. (2017) and develop a hierarchical multi-output regression model for automatically performing evaluation of 12 different tasks involved in AMR parsing (Sections §3 and §4; our code is publicly accessible 1 ). We perform experiments in three different scenarios on unseen in-domain and out-of-domain data and show that our model (i) is able to predict scores with significant correlation to gold scores and (ii) can be used to rank parses on a sentencelevel or to rank parsers on a corpus-level ( §5).
Related Work
Automatic accuracy prediction for syntactic parsing comes closest to what we are doing. Ravi et al. (2008) propose a feature-based SVM regression model with RBF kernel that predicts syntactic parser performance on different domains. Like us, they aim at a cheap and effective means for estimating a parser's performance. However, in contrast to their work, our method is domain and parser agnostic: we do not take into account characteristics of the domains of interest and do not provide any performance statistics of the competing parsing systems as features to our regressor. Biici (2016) addresses the task without any domain-dependent features, which results in a lower correlation to gold scores -even if additional features from a background language model are incorporated. In contrast to the prior systems that predict a single score, we predict an ensemble of metrics suitable for assessing AMR parse quality with respect to different linguistic aspects. Also, our system does not rely on externally derived features or complex pre-processing. Moreover, an AMR graph differs in important ways from a syntactic tree. Nodes in AMR do not explicitly correspond to words (as in dependency trees) or phrases (as in constituency trees). AMR structure elements can exist without any alignment to words in the sentence. To our knowledge, we are the first to propose an accuracy prediction model for AMR parsing, and offer the first general end-to-end parse accuracy prediction model that predicts an ensemble of scores for different linguistic aspects.
Automatic accuracy prediction has also been researched for PoS-tagging (Van Asch and Daelemans, 2010) and in machine translation. For example, Soricut and Narsale (2012) predict BLEU scores for machine-produced translations. Under the umbrella of quality estimation researchers try to predict, i.a., the post-editing time or missing words in an automatic translation (Cai and Knight, 2013; Joshi et al., 2016; Chatterjee et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2017; Specia et al., 2013) . The fact that manually creating an AMR graph is significantly more costly than a translation provides another compelling argument for investigating automatic AMR accuracy prediction techniques . 2 In recent work, Smith (2011, 2017) ; Jain et al. (2015) ; Rehbein and Ruppenhofer (2018) detect annotation errors in automatically produced dependency parses. The latter approach uses active learning and ensemble parsing in combination with variational inference. They predict edge labelling and attachment errors and use a back-and-forth encoding mechanism from non-structured to structured tree data in order to provide the variational inference model with the 2 Creating an AMR graph requires trained linguists and takes on average 8 to 13 minutes, cf. Banarescu et al. (2013) There is no asbestos in our products now, generated by GPLA (top), JAMR (bottom), CAMR (right). Light and severe errors are found in GPLA and JAMR parses; CAMR fails to provide we, the manufacturer of the product. Bottom right: F1 for Smatch and three example subtasks from evaluation against the gold parse (given in Figure 1 ).
needed unstructured data. Their work differs from ours in three important aspects: firstly, they predict errors in specific edges or nodes, while we predict an accuracy score over the complete graph. Moreover, our model does not need several candidate parses as input -when several multiple parses are available, our model can be exploited for ranking (cf. Sections §5.2 & §5.3). Finally, our method is independent of live human feedback.
Accuracy Metrics for AMR Parsing
Automatic AMR parses are often deficient. Consider the examples in Figure 2 . All parsers correctly detect the negation and its scope. The GPLA parse (top) provides a graph structure close to the gold annotation (Figure 1 ). However, it does not correctly analyze the possessive our (product), which in the gold parse is represented as an object produced by the speaker (we). Instead it recognizes a location in the speaker's possession. JAMR (middle) fails to detect the concept in focus (asbestos), possibly due to a false-positive stemming mistake. Moreover, it fails to represent that asbestos is (not) in the product: it misses the :location-edge from asbestos to product.
AMR accuracy metrics Usually, a predicted AMR graph G is evaluated against a gold graph G using triple matching based on a maximally scoring variable mapping. For finding the optimal variable mapping, Integer Linear Programming (ILP) can be used in the Smatch metric (Cai and Knight, 2013) , which produces precision, recall and F1 score between G and G . While it is important to obtain a global measure of parse accuracy, we may also be interested in a quality assessment that focuses on specific subtasks or meaning aspects, such as entity linking, negation detection or word sense disambiguation (WSD). For example, if a parser commits a WSD error this might be less harmful than e.g., failing to capture negation, or missing or wrongly predicting a semantic role. However, the Smatch calculation would treat many of such errors with equal weight -a property which in some cases may be undesirable.
To alleviate this issue, Damonte et al. (2017) proposed an extended AMR evaluation suite which allows parser performance inspection with regard to 11 additional subtasks captured by AMR. In total, 36 metrics can be computed (precision, recall and F1 for 12 tasks). F1 scores for three example metrics are displayed in Figure 2 (bottom, right): Smatch, SRL (Smatch computed on arg-i roles), IgnoreVars (triple overlap after replacing variables with concepts) and Concepts (F1 for concept identification). 3 GPLA produces the overall best parse but it is is outperformed by the other systems in SRL (JAMR) and IgnoreVars (CAMR).
Task definition We adopt the proposed metrics by Damonte et al. (2017) and use them as target metrics for our task of AMR parse accuracy prediction. Given an automatic AMR graph G and a corresponding sentence S, we estimate precision, recall and F1 of the main task (Smatch) and of the subtasks, as they would emerge from comparing G with its gold counterpart G .
One of our hypotheses is that predicting a wide range of accuracy metric scores for individual aspects of AMR structures will aid our model to better predict the global Smatch scores. We will therefore investigate a hierarchical model that builds on predicted subtask measures in order to predict the global smatch score. Being able to predict fine-grained quality aspects of AMR parses will also be useful to assess and exploit differences of alternative system outputs and provides a basis for guiding system development or targeted annotation in an active learning setting.
Neural Accuracy Prediction Model
We propose a neural hierarchical multi-output regression model for accuracy prediction of AMR parses. Its architecture is outlined in Figure 3 .
Inputs Our model takes the following inputs: (i) a linearized AMR and a linearized dependency graph (implementation details in §5). The motivation for feeding the dependency parse instead of the original sentence is due to the moderate similarity of dependency and AMR structures. 4 We examine drawbacks and benefits of providing automatic dependency parses more closely in our ablation experiments ( §5.4). In addition, (ii) we produce alignments between sentence tokens and tokens in the sequential AMR structure, as well as between sentence tokens and the linearized dependency structure, and feed these sequences of pointers to our accuracy prediction model. The intuition of using pointers is to provide the model with richer information via shallow alignment between AMR, dependencies and the sequence of sentence tokens (see Section §5 for implementation details). Finally, (iii) we feed a sequence of PropBank sense indicators for AMR predicates.
Joint encoding of AMR and dependency parses for metric prediction Embedding layers are shared between AMR/dependency pointers and AMR/dependency tokens. We embed the three sequences representing the AMR graph (tokens, pointers and senses) in three matrices and sum them up element-wise (indicated with + in Figure  3 ). The same procedure is applied to the linearized dependency graph (tokens and pointers). The resulting matrices are processed by two two-layered Bi-LSTMs to yield vectorized representations for (i) the AMR graph and (ii) the dependency tree (i.e., the last states of forward and backward reads are concatenated). Thereafter, we apply element-4 c.f. Groschwitz et al. (2018) ; Chen and Palmer (2017) .
wise multiplication, subtraction and addition to both vector representations and concatenate the resulting vectors (⊗ in Figure 3 ). The joint AMRdependency representation is further processed by a feed forward layer (FF) with sigmoid activation functions in order to predict, in total, 36 different metrics (green, Figure 3 ).
Hierarchical prediction of multiple metrics
The task naturally lends itself to be formulated in a hierarchical multi-task setup (orange, Figure 3) . In this strand, we first compute the 33 fine-grained subtask metrics and on their basis we caclulate the Smatch scores (precision, recall, F1) as our primary metrics. In order to accomplish this, we collect the outputs from the subtask metric prediction layer in a vector and concatenate it with the previous layer's representation (⊕ in Figure 3 ). The resulting vector is fed through a last FF layer to predict the metrics for the task of main interest (Smatch). Our intuition is that the estimated quality of the parse with respect to the subtask metrics informs the model and allows it to better predict the overall quality.
Loss In the non-hierarchical case, we denote our full model with f θ : X → [0, 1] d with parameters θ, where d describes the dimensionality of the score vector (one dimension represents one metric) and
is our training data. In the non-hierarchical model, we minimize the mean squared error:
For our hierarchical model, we have two functions, f θ : X → [0, 1] (d−k) which returns the output vector for the (d − k) subtask metrics and f θ : X → [0, 1] k which returns the output vector for our k main metrics (in our experiments, k = 3 for Smatch recall, precision and F1). Then,
defines the total loss over the two entangled metric prediction models. Note that θ ⊂ θ , which means that by optimizing the parameters of f with gradient descent, we also concurrently optimize all parameters of f . By this construction, the hierarchical model instantiates a two-task model with shared parameters. For our experiments, we manually set the loss weights λ 1 = 0.2, λ 2 = 1.
Experiments
Data Since our goal is to predict the accuracy of an automatic parse, we need a data set containing automatically produced AMR parses and their scores, as they would emerge from comparison to gold parses. Our largest data set, LDC2015E86, comprises 19,572 sentences and comes in a predefined training, development and test split. We parse this data set with three parsers, JAMR (Flanigan et al., 2014 (Flanigan et al., , 2016 , CAMR (Wang et al., 2015b (Wang et al., ,a, 2016a and GPLA (Lyu and Titov, 2018) . Since the three parsers have been trained on the training data partition, we naturally obtain more accurate parses for the training partition than for development and test data. Table 1 , however, indicates that we still obtain a considerable amount of deficient parses for training. Based on the parser outputs we compute evaluations comparing the automatic parses with the gold parses by using amrevaluation-tool-enhanced 5 , a bug-fixed version of the script that computes the metrics of Damonte et al. (2017) . This allows us to create full-fledged training, development and test instances for our accuracy prediction task. Each instance consists of a sentence and an AMR parse as input and a vector of metric scores as target. Our second data set, LDC2015R36, comprises submissions to the SemEval-2016 Task 8 (May, 2016) . We have 1053 parses from each of the 11 team submissions (and 2 baseline systems). 6 Our 5 https://github.com/ChunchuanLv/ amr-evaluation-tool-enhanced 6 Riga (Barzdins and Gosko, 2016) , CMU (equal to JAMR) (Flanigan et al., 2016) , Brandeis (Wang et al., 2016b) , UofR (Peng and Gildea, 2016) , ICL-HD (Brandt et al., 2016) , M2L (Puzikov et al., 2016) , UMD (Rao et al., 2016) third dataset, BioAMRTest is used as the test set in the SemEval-2017 Task 9 (May and Priyadarshi, 2017) and consists of 500 parses from each of the 6 teams. 7 The shared task organizers kindly made this data available for our experiments.
Preprocessing For dependency annotation, we parse all sentences with spacyV2.0 8 . For sequentializing the AMR and dependency graph representations we take intuitions from van Noord and Bos (2017b) & Konstas et al. (2017) and output tokens by performing a depth-first-search over the graph. We replace the AMR negation token '-' and strings representing numbers with special tokens. The vocabularies (tokens, senses and pointers) are computed from our training partition of LDC2015E86 and comprise all tokens with a frequency ≥ 5 (tokens with lesser frequency are replaced by an OOV-token). PropBank senses of predicates are removed and collected in an extra list that is parallel to the tokens in the linearized AMR sequence. For each linearized AMR and dependency tree we generate a sequence with index pointers to tokens in the original sentence (-1 for tokens which do not explicitly refer to any token in the sentence, e.g. brackets, 'subj' or 'arg0' relations). Extraction of token-pointers from the dependency graph is trivial. For every concept in the linearized AMR we execute a search for the corresponding token in the sentence, looking for exact matches with surface tokens and lemmas.
Training For the optimization of the accuracy prediction model we use only the development and training sections of LDC2015E86 and the corresponding automatic parses together with the gold scores. Details on the training cycle can be found in the Supplemental Material §A (the loss is deDynamicPower (Butler, 2016) , TMF (Bjerva et al., 2016) , UCL+Sheffield (Goodman et al., 2016) and CU-NLP (Foland and Martin, 2016) . 7 TMF-1 and TMF-2 (van Noord and Bos, 2017a), DAN-GNT (Nguyen and Nguyen, 2017) , Oxford (Buys and Blunsom, 2017) , RIGOTRIO (Gruzitis et al., 2017) and JAMR (Flanigan et al., 2016) 8 https://spacy.io/ ρ LDC2015E86 scribed in §4). We use the same single (hierarchical) model for all three evaluation studies, proving its applicability across different scenarios (a nonhierarchical model is only instantiated for the ablation experiments in Section §5.4).
Correlation with Gold Accuracy
The primary goal in our first experiment is to test whether the system is able to differentiate good from bad parses. This capacity is expressed by a high correlation of predicted accuracies with true accuracies on unseen data and by the ability to assign high scores to gold parses. We evaluate on the test partition of LDC2015E86 and BioAMRTest.
Correlation results
The results are displayed in Table 3 . Over all metrics, in-domain and out-ofdomain, we achieve significant correlations with the gold scores (p < 0.005 for every metric).
While on LDC2015E86 the model has learned to predict the KB linking F1 (ρ = 0.86) and negation detection F1 with high correlation to the gold Find the Gold AMR! Now, we want to test our system's capacity to reliably predict high Smatch F1 scores for unseen gold AMR parses. Ideally, the scores should be close or equal to 1. For in-domain data, it appears to work well: a large amount of Smatch predictions for gold AMR graphs are very close to one (Figure 5a) . Evidently, our system also gets the ranking of the parsing systems right: the distribution of the state-of-the-art (GPLA) is shifted right towards higher predicted F1 scores, whereas the distribution of CAMR is shifted left towards lower scores. Also, more than 75% of gold parses have a predicted Smatch score of more than 0.99 (Table 4) .
On the other hand, finding gold parses in the BioAMRtest data is much harder: about 75% of Smatch scores get assigned a score of 0.83 or lower and only 1% of gold parses are predicted as perfect (Table 4 ). The estimated probability density function for gold parses (red solid line in Figure 5b ) struggles to discriminate itself from the functions corresponding to the flawed parses of the automatic systems. Nevertheless, the prediction score density for gold parses is situated more on the right hand side than most others. In other words, we find that in the out-of-domain data gold parses tend to be assigned above-average scores.
To sum up, our observations for the out-ofdomain data stand in some contrast to what we observe for the in-domain data. However, this outcome can be plausibly explained: assuming that the out-of-domain gold parses have some unfamiliar properties, a system that has never seen such parses cannot judge well whether they are gold or not. In fact, it can be interpreted positively that the system hesitates to assign maximum scores to gold parses from a domain in which the model is completely inexperienced. Additionally, bio-medial texts involve difficult concepts, naming conventions and complicated noun phrases which are hard to understand even for non-expert humans (e.g., "TAK733 led to a decrease in pERK and G1 arrest in most of these melanoma cell lines regardless of their origin, driver oncogenic mutations and in vitro sensitivity to TAK733".). Taking all this into account, the results for out-of-domain data may be not as bad as they perhaps appear at first glance.
Application Study: AMR Parse Ranking
Our automatic accuracy prediction method naturally lends itself for ranking parser outputs. For any sentence, provided automatic parses by competing systems can be ranked according to the scores predicted by our system. This scenario arises, e.g., when we run several AMR parsers over a large corpus with the aim of selecting the best parse for each sentence in order to collect silver training data. 9 In the worst case, we do not have any prior knowledge about a parser's performance (we may not even know the source of a parse). We use the test partition from LDC2015E86 and BioAMRTest to rank, for each sentence, the automatic candidate parses provided by the different parsers. In LDC2015E86 we assume not to be agnostic about the parsers as their performances on the development data of this data set are known (in terms of their sentence-average F1 Smatch score). Consider that we are given a sentence and three automatic parses. We select the maximum-score parse, where the score is defined by predicted Smatch F1 plus the average Smatch F1 of the parse-producing parser on the development data. As baselines in this scenario we (i) randomly choose a parse from the three options or (ii) always choose the parse of GPLA. On BioAMRTest, however, we have no prior information about the submitted systems. We select from 6 automatic parses for each sentence. Since now we are completely parser agnostic, the baseline is to randomly select a parse from the candidate set.
Results The results are displayed in the best parse according to our model's predicted accuracy score improves over all individual parser results: the obtained average Smatch F1 per sentence increases (i) slightly by 0.2 pp. compared to always choosing outputs from GPLA and (ii) observably by 5.7 pp. compared to randomly selecting a parse from the competing system outputs. The difference compared to always choosing GPLA seems negligible which perhaps can be explained by the fact that GPLA has been shown to be on par or better than doubly-blind human annotators. 10 The oracle that always selects the best parse (upper-bound in Table 5 ) shows little room for improvement: it achieves 2.1 pp. Smatch F1 increase compared to our model. This margin is small and further success might also be hampered by peculiarities in the manual annotations. On BioAMRTest, no prior information about the systems is available. Using our model's predicted scores to select from the alternative system outputs, we can boost Smatch F1 by 5.2 pp. compared to randomly selecting a parse. Compared to always selecting the parses of the best submitted system (in-hindsight), we lag behind by 3.9 pp. Since our data comprises outputs from several parsers with varying performance, we can study the performance of our approach in combination with different parsers (Figure 6 ). When only choosing among CAMR and JAMR outputs, on LDC2015E86, our system boosts the F1 by 2.7 pp. compared to randomly selecting a parse, and by 0.6 pp. compared to always choosing the parse from the better system (determined on dev, here: JAMR). Choosing from CAMR and GPLA or JAMR and GPLA makes little difference: in most cases our system selects the GPLA parse and the difference to only choosing GPLA parses is 10 GPLA (Lyu and Titov, 2018 ) achieves a high 74.4% corpus-level Smatch F1 (primarily news texts), while a prior annotation study (Banarescu et al., 2013) reported doubly blind annotation corpus-level F1 of 0.71 (for web texts). marginal. Moreover, across both test sets, the majority of rankings assigned by our method have positive correlations with the true rankings ( Table  6 ): 77% of all assigned rankings have a positive correlation with the true ranking (70% for biomedical). In sum, we can draw two conclusions from this experiment: given a sentence, ranking AMR parser outputs using our accuracy prediction model, on in-domain and out-of-domain unseen data (i) clearly improves performance when non state-of-the-art parsers are applied or if we are not informed about the parsers' performances and (ii) does not worsen results in other cases.
Application Study: Predict System Ranks
In our final case study, we use our accuracy prediction model to predict a ranking over systems. We use our model to rank the unseen submitted system parses of the SemEval-2017 Task 9 (evaluated on BioAMRTest) and SemEval-2016 Task 8 (evaluated on LDC2015R36) according to average predicted F1 Smatch scores. Again, we assume a parser-agnostic setting, meaning we have no prior knowledge of the submitted systems (i.e. we just consider their outputs). In this setting, we do not rank individual parses given a sentence, but rank the system outputs, according to estimated average Smatch F1 per sentence. We evaluate against the final team rankings of the two shared tasks.
Results
The results are displayed in Table 7 . On BioAMRTest we have a good, albeit non statistically significant correlation with the true team ranking. On the in-domain LDC2015R36 test set we see a significant correlation of ρ = 0.645 (p 1,2 < 0.05). In this shared task, many teams were competitive and differences between the best teams were marginal. For example, in the true ranking, places 1 to 6 achieved between 0.60 and 0.62 Smatch F1. Notably, the first four teams acRank LDC2015R36
Rank BioAMRTest rank r rankr rank r rankr DANGNT  --1  3  Oxford  --2  1  TMF-2  --3  2  RIGOTRIO  --4  5  TMF-1  --5  4  JAMR  7  7  6  6  RIGA  1  4  --Brandeis  2  3  --CU-NLP  3  1  --UCL+Sheffield  4  2  --ICL-HD  5  8  --M2L  6  10  --JAMR-base  8  12  --UofR  9  11  --TMF  10  5  --UMD  11  6  --DynamicPower  12 13 --det. baseline 13 9 --ρ 0.645 (p1 = 0.017, p2 = 0.011) 0.771 (p1 = 0.072, p2 = 0.051) Table 7 : True rank r (given corpus-Smatch) and predicted rankr (based on sentence average Smatch computed using our model). p 1 : probability of noncorrelation. p 2 : probability that a randomly produced ranking achieves equal or greater ρ (estimated over 10 6 random rankings). For team names, see fn. 6 & 7. cording to the true ranking and the first four teams according to our predicted ranking fall into the same group. This shows that our model successfully assigned high ranks to low error submissions.
Ablation Experiments
We finally perform ablation experiments to evaluate the impact of individual model components. We experiment with five different setups. (i) instead of stacking two Bi-LSTMs, we use only one Bi-LSTM (one-lstm, Table 8 ).
(ii) instead of the dependency tree, we feed the words in the order as they occur in the sentence (no-dep). (iii) nopointers: we remove the token-pointers from our model. (iv), instead of using the hierarchical setup, we predict all metrics on the same level (green in Figure 3 , no-HL in Table 8 ) and (v), no-HMTL: we optimize the non-hierarchical model only with respect to Smatch, disregarding the AMR subtasks. Remarkably, the dependency tree greatly helps the model on in-domain data over all measures (-37 total ∆ without dependencies) but hurts the model on out-of-domain data (+27 total ∆). A possible explanation is the degradation of the dependency parse quality: bio-medical data not only poses a challenge for our model, but also for the dependency parser. With special regard to the main AMR evaluation measure, Smatch F1, the learned pointer embeddings provide useful input on the indomain test data (-4 ∆ without pointers). Table 8 : ρ correlation (F1) differences over different setups (columns), test sets (out-of-domain, in-domain) and subtasks (rows). ±x: plus and minus x pp.ρ.
Conclusion
AMR parser evaluation with human gold annotation is very costly. Our main contributions in this work are two-fold: Firstly, we introduced the concept of automatic AMR accuracy prediction. Given only an automatic parse and the sentence, from whence it was derived, the goal is to predict evaluation metrics cheaply and possibly at runtime. Secondly, we framed the task as a multiple-output regression task and developed a hierarchical neural model to predict a rich suite of AMR evaluation metrics. We presented three case studies proving (i) the feasibility of automatic AMR accuracy prediction in general (significant correlation with gold scores on unseen indomain and out-of-domain data) and (ii) the applicability of our model in two use cases. In the first study, we ranked different automatic candidate parses per sentence, outperforming the random selection baseline by 5.7 pp. average Smatch F1 (in-domain) and 5.2 pp. (out-of-domain). In the second study, we ranked team submissions to two AMR shared tasks and our method was able to reproduce rankings similar to the true rankings.
